On September 26th 2014 the Association of Issuing Bodies (AIB) held its third General Meeting in 2014 in Split. At the meeting it was decided to approve the application of the Estonian transmission system operator, Elering AS for membership of the AIB.

Elering AS submitted the Domain Protocol for Estonia and the relevant documentation for approval by the AIB members and reviewers assigned by the association. Elering AS is technically ready to connect to the AIB Hub. The registry for administration of guarantees of origin has been created by Elering AS and the testing of the link with the AIB central Hub has been concluded satisfactorily.

Elering AS has had observer status at the AIB since 2011. Previously, the lack of national disclosure legislation did not allow full participation as a member of AIB. During the summer of 2014, a disclosure regulation framework requested according to the European Energy Certificate System (EECS) was implemented in the Estonian Electricity Market Act.

It was unanimously decided to approve the membership of Elering AS as a member of AIB on the condition that it will implement provisions for periodic review of production devices before the AIB General Meeting in spring 2015. Nevertheless, this means that Elering AS has been accepted as a member of AIB and can use the AIB Hub forthwith to export and import guarantees of origin.
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